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Simple Summary: Using size and weight data from wild-caught adult broad-snouted caiman
females, we calculated and compared two body condition indices (K-Fulton and SMI) with the
objective of distinguishing reproductive from non-reproductive females. To achieve this, we looked
for a threshold (size-dependent) that separated the body condition of females that were strictly
reproductive from those that were not. Reproductive females showed better body condition than
non-reproductive females. However, the minimum condition was not a determinant in separating
reproductive from non-reproductive females, although it was possible to differentiate approximately
70% of the reproductive from the non-reproductive females. Therefore, we were able to categorize
females >79 cm as females that will reproduce, despite not being in adequate condition, and <79 cm
as females that will require a good body condition to reproduce. This information is of utmost
importance when making decisions for the management or use, as well as for the conservation, of
the species.

Abstract: In this work, we calculated the body condition indices, K-Fulton and scaled mass index
(SMI), of reproductive and non-reproductive Caiman latirostris adult females as an indication of
stored energy. We considered 87 adult females captured from 2001 to 2018, both reproductive and
non-reproductive. The body condition was calculated considering two scenarios: (a) only the weight
of the female, and (b) the sum of the weight of the female and the average dry weight of her nest. We
tested the difference in body condition between reproductive and non-reproductive females. We also
evaluated the minimal body condition required to guarantee that females above it are reproductive
by drawing a line that separated the body condition of strictly reproductive individuals from those
that may or may not be reproductive. Reproductive females had better body condition than non-
reproductive ones. Our SMI.S line separated almost 70% of the reproductive females. Based on
our results, we can guarantee that a female whose body condition is above the line will reproduce,
although not all those females below the line are non-reproductive, as a few of those under the line
will nest. With this information, we have one more biological indicator to take into account when
making management and conservation decisions.

Keywords: body condition index; Caiman latirostris; crocodile; reproduction; K-Fulton; scaled mass
index (SMI); energetic investment
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1. Introduction

The life history of species represents the strategies by which individuals acquire or
invest energy during their life cycle [1,2]. The resources available in the environment are
limited for animals, so they must optimize their consumption and ensure the allocation of
energy to physiological processes and behaviors related to reproduction [3,4], survival, and
body growth [2,5,6]. In fact, reproduction has a high metabolic expenditure and demands a
high amount of energy [1,7]. As a result of this high metabolic expenditure on reproduction,
specialists divide species according to their energy allocation strategy into two categories:
capital breeders and income breeders. The first ones accumulate energy that they will then
invest in reproduction, while the latter will spend energy on reproduction at the same time
as acquiring energy. These categories represent the extremes of the strategy, but individuals
can be more or less close to them.

It is generally speculated that ectothermic animals such as reptiles in general, and
crocodilians in particular, are highly dependent on capital reproduction [1,8,9]. Therefore,
studying the mechanisms and patterns of energy allocation to reproduction can provide
valuable information on the life history of these reptile species. It is possible that not
all females allocate energy in the same way. It has been reported that there is a strong
relationship between the weight and size of the clutch and the females’ sizes [10–12],
so that the metabolic cost of reproduction would not be the same among adult females.
Leiva et al. [8] even mentioned that in unfavorable years, in Caiman latirostris, only the
larger females are able to reproduce, making it possible to categorize reproductive fitness
according to the animal’s size. The species in our study is Caiman latirostris, which inhabits
warm to temperate climates, in Santa Fe province (Argentina). In this country, it breeds only
once a year, in the warm season (December–February), building mound nests and laying
an average of 33 eggs (S.E = 5.19 [13]). Incubation lasts approximately 70 days, and during
this period, the nesting female protects and maintains the nest [14,15]. The frequency of
reproduction of these animals is not reliably known, although a study carried out over two
consecutive years indicated that they reproduce every 2 to 4 years (between 30 and 50%
of the population are reproductive individuals) [16]. For these animals, the “decision” to
breed is likely to depend on the reserves acquired prior to breeding, which should exceed a
minimum value.

One way to measure the energy reserve and vigor of an individual is by assessing
the body condition of the individual [17,18]. Since in many species good body condition
is necessary for reproduction, body condition indices can indicate potential reproductive
performance [19]. These indices have the advantage of being easily calculated using
morphometric variables such as mass and some measure of body length [20–23]. This
makes them non-invasive, simple and inexpensive to measure. At present, there are several
body condition indices (e.g., K-Fulton, SMI, regression), and the choice is related to different
criteria, as they are rooted in the field of study, making comparison with other research
possible. In crocodilian ecology, the K-Fulton is generally the most widely used [5,24–29],
although it is gradually migrating to more appropriate indices such as the SMI [8,24,30].

In this context, body condition indices are useful and used in several crocodile studies,
where these indices are related to environmental variables [8,28,31,32], to life history
patterns–reproduction [3,8], survival, health [24], juvenile migration [3,33], and to ecological
interactions–parasite load, social dominance, diet [34], and density [35]. Indices have also
been used to evaluate ecological restoration programs and the management of natural
populations [26,36].

Therefore, the use of body condition indices can provide valuable information on the
life history of these reptile species. In this sense, body condition indices are good indicators
of reproductive capacity, as they provide information on the fitness of individuals [3,5,8,37].
Also, the existence of a threshold in the body condition indices (a minimum level of body
reserves), which is necessary for reproduction, could show the link between the storage of
maternal reserves and the ability to reproduce [38]. Assuming that Caiman latirostris can
be considered a capital breeder (where reproduction depends on the energy reserves they
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manage to incorporate prior to reproduction) [1,8,9], there should be a difference in body
condition between reproductive and non-reproductive females. If so, we wanted to identify
the relationship between maternal restocking and reproductive capacity [39]. Therefore,
the aim of the present work was to evaluate whether there is a minimum body condition to
trigger reproduction in a female caiman (Caiman latirostris) and whether this body condition
is related to body size. To do so, we calculated the two body condition indices (K-Fulton and
SMI) of adult females (68 < CIII < 99.9 cm snout-vent length SVL; [40]), both in reproductive
and non-reproductive states, to determine whether there are differences in body condition
between both states.

2. Materials and Methods

We obtained the weight and snout-vent length (SVL) of reproductive-stage females
of C. latirostris (n = 87)—considered in this category according to their size range from
68 to 99.9 cm SVL [40]—from the database of captures carried out by the conservation
and sustainable use program Proyecto Yacaré (Santa Fe, Argentina). These captures were
performed during a field survey from 2001 to 2018 (with the exception of 2009, because
there were no records). All the animal manipulation procedures accorded with the reference
guidelines for research with laboratory, farm and wild animals from the National Scientific
and Technical Research Council of Argentina [41]. To perform the analyses, we classified
the females into two groups according to their reproductive status: (1) non-reproductive
(n = 21), referring to females in which no active reproductive structures were observed on
the ultrasound scans [16]; and (2) reproductive (n = 66), comprising both gravid females
(n = 16), which presented reproductive structures on ultrasound scans showing well-
developed vitellogenic follicles, >1.5 cm in diameter and eggs, >4 cm in diameter; (see,
for more detail, [16]), as well as females that protected the nest when we approached to
capture them (n = 50). For this study, we considered only data from females protecting the
nest that had nest clutch size data. For this, we assumed that the female protecting the nest
was the nesting female based on genetic studies [14,15]. It is worth mentioning that during
data collection, we captured females that lived their entire lives in the wild (n = 67) as well
as females released by Proyecto Yacaré (n = 20).

Taking into account that (1) in this study, we evaluated the energy threshold that the
female has to achieve in order to trigger reproduction (measured as her body condition);
and (2) the females guarding the nest had already made the energetic investment for the
production of their eggs, we considered that it was necessary to propose scenarios where
the energy already invested is included in the weight of these females. For this reason, the
average dry weight of the clutch was included in the weight of females guarding the nest
for the calculation of the body condition index. Thus, all the analyses were performed in
two scenarios: with the clutch weight and without the clutch weight for the females that
were protecting the nest.

For the estimation of the dry weight, we used the following formula and the data
derived from Table 1 of Leiva et al. [42]:

Clutch dry weight = CS × WE [Eh + Al × (1 − Alm) + Y × (1 − Ym)]

where CS is the clutch size; WE is the average weight of each egg (66 g or 0.066 kg); Eh is
the eggshell ratio (0.192), Al is the average egg albumin ratio (0.271); Alm is the average
albumen moisture ratio (0.949); Y is the average yolk ratio (0.539) and Ym is the yolk
moisture (0.4616). Thus, the added weight represented, on average, 5.93 ± 1.34% of the
weight of the females evaluated.

With the SVL (cm) and weight (g) data, we estimated two body condition indices: the
scaled mass index (SMI) [21,22] and K-Fulton. It is worth mentioning that the SMI assumes
that body condition is independent of animal size, ontogeny and the sex of individuals.

SMIi = Mi ×
[

L0
SVLi

]bSMA
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where Mi is the mass of the individual, L0 is the standard size (in this case, we used
100 cm), SVLi is the snout-vent length of the individual i, and bSMA is the slope of the
ordinary least squares regression between the ln (Mi) and ln (SVLi). In contrast, the K-
Fulton index assumes isometric growth and that body condition does not vary as the
animal develops:

Ki = 10, 000 ×
[

Mi

SVLi
3

]
To determine whether there were differences in the body condition index (for both the

K-Fulton and SMI) between the non-reproductive and reproductive state groups (both with
the estimated clutch weight added–SMI.S and K-Fulton.S—and without the addition), we
applied the Wilcoxon test because the data did not meet the homoscedasticity requirement
and the number of samples at the factor level was unbalanced.

On the other hand, to estimate the minimum body condition at which females are
strictly reproductive, we calculated the function of the SVL-dependent line. To do this, we
searched the data for the two non-reproductive females with the highest body condition
index, one with the smallest size (Point 1) and the other with the largest size (Point 2).
With these two points, we generated the function of the line, calculating the slope and the
ordinate to the origin, according to Equations (1) and (2). Each point was worked as an
ordered pair, where y = body condition index, and x = SVL.

Slope : a =
y2 − y1

x2 − x1
(1)

Ordered at origin : b = y1 − a x1 (2)

Once these values for the equation of the line were obtained, the proportion of in-
dividuals R remaining “above” the line was evaluated. Finally, we evaluated whether it
was possible to define a threshold body size at which the largest number of reproductive
females with body condition below the threshold (TC) could be grouped. Once the TC was
selected, we assessed using the Chi-square test whether females larger and smaller than
the TC were homogeneously grouped on each side of the threshold, both above and below
the body condition line.

3. Results

Reproductive females had a higher body condition index than non-reproductive
(approximately 15%, Table 1) in both indices, both when body weight alone was taken
into consideration (SMI: W = 438; p = 0.010; K-Fulton: W = 458.5; p = 0.0009) and when
estimated clutch weight was added (SMI.S: W = 400; p = 0.003; K-Fulton.S: W = 312;
p < 0.0001).

Table 1. SMI and K-Fulton body condition indexes for reproductive and non-reproductive females.
Scaled mass index (SMI) and K-Fulton: Indices based on the body weight of the individual without the
addition of the dry weight of her clutch; SMI.S and K-Fulton.S: SMI and K-Fulton indices calculated
by adding the average dry weight of her clutch to the body weight of the female attending the nest.

Status Index Mean SD Median Range

Reproductive
(n = 75)

SMI.S 22.88 4.04 22.95 14.31–31.73
SMI 21.79 3.8 21.9 12.95–30.27

K-Fulton.S 3.83 0.65 3.83 2.41–5.33
K-Fulton 3.66 0.62 3.68 2.19–5.08

Non-reproductive
(n = 21)

SMI 19.77 1.87 19.99 16.77–22.88
K-Fulton 3.29 0.3 3.33 2.79–3.79

The function of the straight line separating the body condition of strictly reproductive
females from those that may or may not be reproductive for the data considering only body
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weight was SMI = −0.17 × SVL + 34.94, and K-Fulton = −0.023 × SVL + 5.44. Above this
line were 53% of the reproductive females (40 individuals) for both indices (Figure 1). In
the data with the estimated clutch weight added, the line function had 68% (51 individuals)
of the reproductive females above the line for both indices (SMI.S = −0.19 × SVL + 36.45,
while for the K-Fulton, the function was the same as without adding the weight). There
were 20 reproductive females below the line (for both SMI.S and K-Fulton.S); of these, 80%
(16 of 20 individuals) had an SVL size >79 cm (TC-X-squared = 6.0984, df = 1, p = 0.01). On
the other hand, all the non-reproductive females were below the line for both indices.
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Figure 1. Body condition indices according to body size (snout vent length; SVL) for the 87 females
analyzed. The straight lines delimit the body condition of females of a given size that are estimated
as strictly reproductive (located above the line) from those that may or may not be reproductive with
similar size: (A) Scaled mass index (SMI), without the addition of the estimated weight of their eggs
to the breeding females attending the nest; (B) SMI.S, with the addition of the clutch dry weight to
the weight of the clutch found attending the nest; (C) K-Fulton, without the addition of the weight
of the clutch attending the nest. (D) K-Fulton.S, with the addition of the clutch dry weight to the
weight of the reproductive females found attending the nest. The color patterns represent the status
of the female, filled circle: Reproductive (R) detected via ultrasound; unfilled circle: Reproductive (R)
detected attending the nest; triangle: Non-reproductive (NR). The vertical dotted line represents the
size (79 cm SVL) at which 80% of the females below the line were found to be reproductive.

4. Discussion

The body condition indices made it possible to identify differences between repro-
ductive and non-reproductive females, being higher in reproductive females than in non-
reproductive females. The higher body condition indices found via both methods in
reproductive females, compared to non-reproductive females, may be associated with
the storage of energy to be invested later in the progeny. The fact that reproductive fe-
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males have a higher body condition could indicate that the induction of vitellogenesis
requires good physiological and, therefore, body condition to be able to allocate sufficient
energy to the production of offspring [39], thus supporting the hypothesis that Caiman
latirostris could be a largely capital breeder species. With this work, we seek to define
the minimum body condition that allows us to differentiate a female that will reproduce
from one that will not. We assumed in this study that C. latirostris females are capital
breeders, i.e., they would invest their own reserves (previously acquired capital) mainly in
the production of offspring. To do so, they should reach a minimum level of stored energy
for reproduction to occur [38,43], as is the case in Vipera aspis, where there is a constant
body condition threshold for all body sizes [39]. Although reproduction in crocodilians
is size-dependent [12], and considering that the minimum age and size where it occurs
in C. latirostris are known [40,44,45], we did not observe a fixed or static minimum body
condition threshold for the species. The antagonistic strategy to capital breeding is income
breeding, whose reproductive costs are met with resources acquired from the environment
during the breeding period [38,43]. In fact, both strategies are two antagonistic ends of a
continuum, so perhaps C. latirostris has a combined strategy between capital and income
breeding. It is worth mentioning that this mechanism of combined maternal investment
was also previously proposed for wild reproductive females of C. latirostris, relating cli-
matic variables (as an indirect indicator of resources in the environment) with body and
physiological condition and their reproductive performance [8]. This showed that the
energy invested in reproduction comes from a combined strategy, using both stored energy
(endogenous origin) and more recently acquired energy.

Although it was not possible to determine a minimum threshold of body condition
that relates to the reproductive status of females, we were able to define a linear function
that represents the minimum body condition to consider them strictly reproductive, with
approximately 30% of the reproductive females remaining below the line determined by
the function we found here. These reproductive females with lower body condition could
be considered as suboptimal individuals, i.e., with lower reproductive capacity compared
to those of the same size. For C. latirostris, it has been reported that the higher the body
condition of the reproductive female, the higher the hatching success [8]. Based on this, we
suppose that females with a body condition lower than that determined by the function
found, but that manage to reproduce, i.e., the suboptimal ones, would be doing so to the
detriment of the quality of their eggs and, consequently, of their progeny.

If there is some kind of minimum body condition threshold for females, it may not
be a fixed value for each size. Madsen and Shine [46] mentioned two hypotheses about
the mechanisms by which the reproductive threshold of a population might not be fixed:
(1) each individual retains an unchanging threshold, but the composition of the breeding
population changes over time, thus varying the population threshold; or (2) individual
females show remarkable plasticity and adjust their reproductive threshold to the prevailing
conditions of the season. Both hypotheses are reasonable for C. latirostris.

The first hypothesis suggests that these females have a fixed threshold and always
need a certain body condition to achieve reproduction. For example, it could be that groups
of females (perhaps age groups, particular sizes, or genetic subsets of the population) differ
in the thresholds and in the conditions necessary to achieve reproduction. We know that
only 30% to 50% of adult C. latirostris females reproduce per year [47], which indicates that
each female reproduces every 2 to 3 years. If the frequency of reproduction is intrinsic to
each female, there may be a different combination of females reproducing each year.

In relation to hypothesis 2, there are reports that higher rainfall in March produces
an increase in the number of C. latirostris nests in the corresponding breeding season [9].
This would indicate that, in those years when conditions are extremely favorable, females
would be able to modify their reproductive threshold, supporting the hypothesis of re-
productive plasticity. Unfortunately, we do not have recaptures of the same reproductive
female in consecutive years, which prevents us from having a better perspective on the
reproductive strategies.
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In our work, 80% (16 of 20 individuals) of the suboptimal females that managed to
reproduce had SVL sizes >79 cm (for the body condition indices with weight added), which
could be considered a threshold size (Figure 1). Thus, it is possible that female size is
related to breeding frequency, as it is with reproductive characteristics such as egg size or
clutch mass [10,12]. However, for reproduction to occur, it is necessary for the physiological
condition of the female to allow it [8], so it is possible that not all the size range has the
same reproductive capacity, even more so if it is taken into account that the species is
physiologically capable of reproducing with an SVL size >69 cm [16,40].

Based on what was reported in our study, assuming that it is correct to add the dry
weight of the clutch in females that have already oviposited and taking into account the size
of the suboptimal females, it would be possible to divide the females into two categories,
depending on whether their size is greater or equal to a 79.1 cm SVL, or less than that value.
This division agrees with that postulated by Portelinha et al. [16], who reported that 85% of
C. latirostris reproductive females were larger than 77 cm, while 75% of non-reproductive
ones were smaller. On the other hand, considering that reproduction requires high energy
expenditure [7,48] and that this can compete with energy allocation to growth [49], it is
possible that females smaller than 79 cm SVL need to acquire energy for further growth,
and only in extremely good years are they able to reproduce. In addition, the suboptimal
body condition females—larger than a 79.1 cm SVL that managed to reproduce, despite not
having optimal reserves, can afford the energy expenditure required to reproduce thanks
to being larger.

In order to propose management plans or programs concerning crocodilian species
for sustainable use or conservation purposes, it is essential to know how these populations
are constituted. By means of different monitoring methods and taking into account the size
of the individuals, a population could be described; however, this would not be enough to
distinguish the reproductive females from those that are not. In the case of C. latirostris, all
the potentially reproductive females are in class III > 69 cm SVL [40]. Previous modeling
studies of C. latirostris proposed a classification of adult females according to clutch size
and reproductive probability [50]. In fact, these models suggest that larger females have
a greater effect on population dynamics (elasticity values of 0.4) with respect to those of
smaller size (0.21). It should be noted that larger females (>79 cm) would generate the
greatest contribution to reproduction. Therefore, having information such as the size and
body condition of the females would make it possible to have one more biological indicator
to take into account when making decisions. This knowledge will make it possible to
understand which proportion is generating the greatest contribution to the populations,
not only how many potentially reproductive females there are.

This study allowed us to explore the reproduction of C. latirostris females and the
relationship between size and body condition. However, we found that body condition
and female size alone are not a good predictor of female reproductive status. Our study
categorized 32% of the females that were reproductive as non-reproductive. Therefore, it
may be necessary to generate new studies that include females’ body condition in different
years, their size, the availability of prey, and other intrinsic factors related to the animals
(number of eggs, clutch quality), which will allow us to understand the reasons for the
reported variability. On the other hand, we tried to understand the difference in body
condition using two different body condition index (K-Fulton and SMI). Currently, there is
no consensus on the best method of calculating the body condition index, or on the criteria
to be used, and few authors provide a detailed justification for their choice [51]. In general,
ecologists choose to use the method that is the most widely established in their field of
study, thus allowing for direct comparisons between populations, species, or reproductive
stages [51]. For example, the K-Fulton index is used historically in crocodilians [25,36,52],
although at this time, some work is migrating to other indices, such as the SMI [8,30,32].
This change is because conventional body condition indices may be inherently biased with
respect to animal size and tend to accentuate the condition values of larger animals because
they do not meet animal isometry assumptions [21,22,53]. However, here, we analyzed
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data from the same category or class: adult females. Therefore, the effect of the animal’s
size/area ratio and allometric growth would not be influencing the proportional change in
the indices. Therefore, although the numerical results between the two groups are different,
the changes as the SVL of the animals’ increases are barely perceptible. This renders it
not essential to report both indices, although recording them may generate an interesting
accumulation of information to be compared in the future and thus change a simpler index
for a more adequate one.

5. Conclusions

We studied the stored energy, measured as the body condition, of reproductive and
non-reproductive females. We found that although reproductive adult females have higher
body condition than non-reproductive females, stored energy appears to be a necessary
but not exclusive condition for initiating breeding, because we did not find a threshold
for reproductive condition. However, females larger than 79 cm SVL with low body
condition would reproduce. This would indicate that smaller caimans would require a
greater concentration and investment of energy to reproduce. Therefore, categorizing
adult females by body size and condition provides an important biological indicator for
management and conservation decisions.
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